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NOTES BY THE WAY.
Two rather important works, published by ‘The
heosophical Publishing Society,’ have reached usone
y Mr. A. P. Sinnett, on ‘ Nature’s mysteries ’; and one
y Mrs. Besant, on ‘ Esoteric Christianity or The Lesser
Mrs. Besant’s book is helpful in many ways, especially
3 illustrating what we have long held,—-that Theosophy
lay he or may become anything, with wise handling,
“bus, in her ‘Foreword,’ Mrs. Besant says of the ‘inner
ght,’ or ‘mind of Christ,’ ‘ This is the way of the Divine
Visdom, the true Theosophy. It is not, as some think, a
liluted version of Hinduism, or Buddhism, or Taoism, or
if any special religion. It is Esoteric Christianity as truly
s it is Esoteric Buddhism, and belongs equally to all
eligions, exclusively to none.’ From this point of view,
lie book has a special claim upon distinctively Christian
brokers, as it grapples with all their deep problemsThe
istorical Jesus, and the mythic Christ, The Atonement,
resurrection and Ascension, The Trinity, The Forgiveness
f Sins, Sacraments, &c. On all these subjects, Mrs. Besant
as much to say that merits studious thought, and we hope
) return to the book for a fuller consideration of a speci
men chapter.
Mr. Sinnett’s bright and instructive little volume is a
athering up of a well-known series of articles in ‘The
un,’ all of them as alive with ideas and criticisms as any
ne could wish. We do not always agree with him, but
re like to see ‘ the strong man armed,’ when he is a seeker
fter truth: and we specially like to see and hear him
rhen he knows a good many things, as Mr. Sinnett does,
nd can tell with vigour, lucidity and humour what he
:now8, as Mr. Sinnett can. His book is as amusing as it
i informing, and as racy as it is scientific.

‘The Metaphysical Magazine’ gives us a singularly
oncise paragraph which puts the case for Spiritualism into
he proverbial nutshell. It is well worth preserving. If
*e wanted one, it might almost do for a creed :—
The universe is larger than our horizon, and, indeed, our
scope of vision comprises but a very small part of it. Who
ever limits his conceptions of possibilities to the scope of his
»wn understanding, lives in a very small ant-hill. The
m-’orld of mind is no more circumscribed by the individuals
’ing on the earth than the universe is limited by the
a™8
s°lar system. As there are myriads of
beings of innumerable races in the region lietween
|f Jand the single-celled amcvba, so there must be categories
intelligence between man and the Infinite Essence. It is
*Mly reasonable to suppose that the individuals that
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possess the intellect to conceive all this have direct affilia
tion with the Intelligence which is beyond it, and are there
fore sharers of the same eternity. Thus, dying, so far as the
world of physical sense is concerned, they live on as think
ing, intelligent beings. They, then, and other intelligences
beyond the veil, may inspire their thoughts and wishes into
others, who by some peculiar susceptibility are capable of
receiving them.

Wc like exceedingly Mr. B. F. Austin’s book on ‘What
converted me to Spiritualism. One Hundred testimonies.’
(Toronto: The Austin Publishing Co.) The ‘testimonies’
are brief, but generally go straight to the mark right away:
and the personal element all through makes an animated
book of it. As a rule, each testimony has the writer’s
portrait; and a good-looking company of testifiers they
are. We are inclined to think that it is one of the very
best books for inquirers.
Mrs. Wilmans, combating what, on the face of it,
seems sheer tyranny on the part of certain United States
Post Office officials, says :—
The sensational papers that have printed so many articles
about me have steadily refused to accept the many that
have been written by my friends in my defence. They did
not wish to publish the truth ; they cared nothing for the
truth ; all they wanted was to furnish a scandal that would
please the vast populace who glory in the ruin of others.
Not only have the writings of my friends been refused by
them, but when 1 attempted to stem the tide of their abuse
by sending them true statements they have either destroyed
or returned the articles. They did not want the effect of
their sensational and untruthful disclosures destroyed.
Surely it will not always be that the public will drink down
such stuff with such hungry avidity, preferring it to the
truth. That this is the case now is proved by the fact itself,
since the lives of these big scandal-mongering papers depend
on their giving the people what the people demand.
We know something of this in London, more’s the
pity ! A pure and honest newspaper press is one of the
most urgent wants of the day.
‘ The Birmingham Spiritualist Union ’ has published a
little book of 85 hymns for public services. It is creditably
produced, in limp cloth binding, and is sold (under cost
price, we believe) for one penny. A spirited Preface says
justly :—
People with advanced ideas of the future life are often
found singing hymns which express thoughts quite incon
sistent with their beliefs. This may be because the tunes
associated with the hymns often endear them to ones mind
more than do the words of the hymns themselves. There is,
however, no more reason for singing ideas which are out of
harmony with advanced thought than there is for talking
them.
The compilers, in some cases, have departed a good
deal from the form and style of the conventional hymn,
and, with regard to these, we imagine tunes will be a diffi
culty ; though many are old friends with the old face. On
the whole, the book deserves attention from those who are
looking out for a small book of the kind, and from collec
tors who contemplate compilations of their own. The
book is published by Mr. T. Hands. 49, Guild ford-street,
Birmingham,
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An old and much respected friend, in a letter lately
received from him, says;—
Last time Madame Montague was here, she said, when
describing ‘ forms,’ that one of them had apparently been a
Scotch clergyman, and wished me to recognise him. I went
over a number of names of ministers whom I had known
and who were acquainted with Spiritualism. First I named
Ilev. William Miall; it was then she said ‘a Scotch clergy
man.’ Then I named the Revs. Professors James Morrison,
John Guthrie, John Kirk, Fergus Ferguson, Rev. William
Bennett, and others. Still it was ‘No, no !’ Madame then
said I had a controversy with this clergyman when I wTas
young. ‘ Oh,’ said I, ‘ then it must be Dr. Guthrie. I had a
newspaper controversy with him regarding anti-slavery
leaders in America.’ Still she said, ‘ It is not he.’ ‘ Well,’ I
said, ‘I give it up.’ My wife then said to me, ‘ Will it be
your old friend, your father’s minister ? ’ I replied, ‘ I do
not think it can be he, the Rev. Dr. Willis; he would not
come back.’ Madame said, ‘ It is the clergyman you have
named. He is pleased to be recognised, and he has come to
tell you that you were right.’
I left my father’s church when I was about sixteen,
nearly sixty years since, after a friendly controversy with
the Rev. Dr. Willis. Two of my points of protest he was
willing to yield, viz., baptism of believers only, by immer
sion, and non-intoxicating wine in the Sacrament. The third
point—election—he was sorry he could not move me on, but
lie told my mother he expected I would return to Renfieldstreet Church. I went to Nelson-street Chapel (off Trongate), then called the ‘teetotal kirk,’ and although I favoured
the views of the Quakers very much, I was baptised in
Nelson-street Chapel.
. .
I thought that Dr. Willis’s very friendly visits Mould
cease after my mother’s death in Port Glasgow, but every
time he came from Canada (where he was a professor in the
Free Church College), he found me out somehow. He came
to see me in Liverpool; then in London, at Anerley,
Leadenhall-street, ana Chancery-lane; and I visited him at
Maida-vale.
The little story interests us because of its completeness
all round, though it is not a perfect ‘ test.’ The tardily
recognised visitor continuing his old calls upon his once
youthful wrestler is really very pretty.
The following thoughtful lines, suggested by our late
Article on ‘ Reasonable Prayer,’ have been sent to us by a
valued correspondent:—
Prayer is a means whereby we make the soul
Receptive, and responsive to all good.
The wordless prayer of perfect trust, perchance
Were best and wisest, since our wisdom’s small.
It is not needed to evoke from God
Some favour He would otherwise withhold ;
Yet, it may serve to open wide a door—
Which, but for it, might stay for ever shut—
Through which can enter, all unsought, unguessed,
Some blessing He was waiting to bestow.

He will not force the sanctuary of soul;
Proud, self-sustained. Whilst we ourselves suffice,
We have no welcome for the Heavenly Guest;
But when Life’s Hoods all barriers burst away,
And stressful storms our weakness to us prove,
And Self submits—lies low—lie can come in.
Felix Rudolph.
Significant of the way in which Science is ‘ tending
back to God ’ is a story recently told of Ilelmholz in his
later days—the Ilelmholz who was so sarcastic on one
occasion concerning the imperfections of the human eye.
He was fond of explaining certain natural phenomena
by the aid of the vortex theory.
‘But where did the vortex come from?’ asked an
inquisitive student one day.
The great scientist eyed the questioner with a grave
expression. ‘God made it,’ he replied simply.

Illness of Mrs. Annie Besant.- Mrs. Bexan t was
expected to visit London in April or May next, but we
regret to learn that she i.s now lying ill with Indian fever
at Benares. We are sure she will have the cordial sympathy
and good wishes of hosts of Spiritualists and other friends.
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SEEN IN A MIRROR.
Monsieur X., justice of the peace in the town of
Luki, in Northern Russia, related to Monsieur Witfl
Chopicki, of Warsaw (Rue Wilcza, number 30) the follow^
occurrence :—
‘A few years ago I was living in Ukraine, in thetovntf
Romny. Having resigned the post I had been filling, I yu
enjoying a time of rest in my house, which stood in atagi
garden, and at the same time awaiting from the Governing
a fresh appointment. My family consisted of fourpenm
—my wife, two sons, and a daughter. My eldest son v®
studying at the Ecclesiastical Academy at Kieff; the young®
was at home preparing to enter college (Gymnase). My
daughter, aged ten, was going to school. On retunoj
home one day, she ran in bringing the news that a fortuia
teller had settled in the neighbourhood and that she v®
surprising all who consulted her. The little girl, with th
curiosity natural to her age, begged me earnestly totab
her some day when she had not many lessons to do, to si
this divineress. The day arrived, and we drove, in hi
weather, to the d welling of the modern pythoness, fl®
modest home was in a kind of villa. We stopped on seeqg
a little old lady approaching us. She was followed by a
enormous dog. “ Does the fortune-tellei' live here, madamd”
I asked. “ Yes, sir ! ” We were taken into a small vestibih
and thence into a large room. Our guide opened a do®
and called someone—“ Madame Marie, we have visiton’;
and there entered a woman of thirty-five or forty, weuig
the dress of the women of the towns in Ukraine. “Whl
do you wish me to foretell ?” asked she, lighting twolittleMi
of candle, and covering the window- with a thick curtain M
that the room was quite dark. The candles were reflected)!
a little mirror on the wall. She placed another mirror h
such a manner that the candles were between them. *
Bi
is how it is done. I look in this third mirror which I bold
near to me, and I communicate to those present what In
in it.” I glanced at the small mirror, my daughter doog
the same, but we saw nothing but the light of th
candles.
‘ “ First of all, madame,” I said, “be so good as to -gnu
me a few particulars as to your past life, at least tbo®
relating to the period when you were first conscious of tin
power of divining. IIow did it come about ? ” “Once wta
I was a little girl," she replied, “ the idea came into my hod
that I might be able to foretell things. I had heard thatfa
this purpose a mirror was used. So I seated myself beta
the lighted candles, as now. I took the mirror and bepa
to look. I saw in it my future husband and the whole ofmy
destiny. Well, since then, whenever I have nothing to
I light the candles, take the mirror in my hand, and mil
for what it has to show me. I see every event. For instant
suppose someone I know is going to be ill. If he is io
recover we find that we continue to see him, in the seqi4
at work, at rest, going about. If he is to die, then the min®
shows us the funeral - the priests, the torches, the coffin,th
cemetery. If I ask mentally whether these events will tab
place in a few days, a week, or a month, I am at once show
a date marked in dots (points). Sometimes an annoying
incident happens in the neighbourhood, such as a robbery.
I am aware of it immediately, and I give information is it
where the lost goods are to be sought. They are recoverd
and the owner is very grateful to me. Occasionally lb
fear that I am committing a sin conies over me. Ione(bfl
confided this fear to a priest, my confessor. ‘Pray to G<4
said he, ‘He will forgive you, though I can see nothin
wrong in coming to the help of one’s fellow-creatures.’ Tta
I gradually grew accustomed to foretelling. At first I«
only successful in the evening or at night, but now I
equally so at high neon. I no sooner look in the mirror thai
1 see the whole life of man pass before me.” “I see,”sb
resumed, after a few moments’ silence, “ that you are a rid
man, and an oificial. You . . but no, you have®
appointment now. That is the past. I see you in unifora
how richly braided it is ! You have a gold chain roundyo®
neck from which hangs a medallion inscribed ‘ Justiceofffi
Peace.’ But all that is over. You have had no appointed
for three years.”
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.
u< -And for how many years did I fill the office of Justice
of the Peace?” asked I. The medium seemed to be thinkp'/ing. “I see now—I see, you filled that office for twelve
jyears !” And she proceeded to relate the history of my past
life, omitting not a single important fact. It was all sur
prisingly exact. She went on, “You have three children<i::this little girl and two sons. The eldest is far from here—
long, long way off, in a town situated near a large river. I
\\know the town, it is Kieff! Here is your son!” she ex
claimed, still looking in the mirror; “ what a nice-looking
f;young man ! about twenty-three. His hair is short, and he is
.dressed in black. He is standing at a table, before some
old men, who look very grave and serious. They are
covered with medals. There is a Bishop among them—a
Metropolitan (archbishop). But where can it be ? Ah, now
he is- going away. How pleased he is ! It has all disappeared !
I see your younger son! How like he is to you !
He l"ias on a blouse with a belt. Tie is also standing at a
t&bl^. It is an examination. Yes, I see the professors
ritti ng in a circle. How pale he is, and his lips are trembling
B8 iff he were in a fever. Now I see your house—your wife and
your little girl. Why, you will soon have a new home ! I
see you once more in uniform and wearing a medallion. You
will sell the house you are now occupying, and you will go
to live in a cold country.”
€ If I add to this account that, on that very day and at that
very hour, my eldest son, now a theological student, was
, uncL ergoing an examination in the second course before the
Metropolitan and the Rector, for admission into the
Academy of the Orthodox Greek Church in St. Petersburg ;
** at that very time my younger son was being examined ;
tha
an(L that I was unexpectedly appointed, on June 9th, 1892,
.the date foretold, to be Justice of the Peace of the town of
JWislkie-Luki, in the extreme north of Russia, where I am
’ stilTWliving, ever sighing after my dear country, Ukraine ; all
. this is evidence enough, it seems to me, of the authenticity
r of <^his gift—as yet inexplicable to us- this divine gift
; lodged in the puny personality of a humble woman of the

I

*

people.’

Joseph de Kroniielm.

Gajsin, Podolia,
Russia.
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A meeting of Members and Associates of the London
8?. dritualist Alliance will be held in the Regent Saloon, St.
Ja. mes’s Hall (entrance from Regent-street), on the evening
' of
Thursday next, March Gth, when ail Address will be
. giv^en by

MR.

:

W.

J.

COLVILLE

<>N
- T twenty-five Years of Psychic Experience in Many Lands.’
BY ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

<

L Tl ie doors will be opened at 7 o’clock, and the Address will
*
be commenced punctually at 7.30.

LAdmission by ticket only. Two tickets are stmt to each
i'- IE ember, and one to each Associate, but both Members and
> Associates can have additional tickets for the use of friends
' ' 0Ik navment of Is. each.
tiie

Evening

of

Thursday, March 20th,

an

Address

WILL BE GIVEN BY

MR. JOHN 0. KENWORTHY
ON

The law of spirit-communion.’

o

C)ne or more members of the Council of the Alliance will
^tendance at the rooms, 1 JO, St. Martin’s-lane, W.C.,
'' ednesday, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., and will be pleased
xaaeet any friends who may wish for an interview.

RALPH WALDO TRINE.
The February number of ‘ Mind ’ contains an apprecia
tive biographical sketch of Ralph Waldo Trine, the author
of that delightful book, 4 In Tune with the Infinite.’ The
notice is written by Charles Brodie Patterson, joint editor
of ‘Mind ’ with John Emery McLean, and gives a number of
interesting details respecting Mr. Trine’s experiences, which
go to show that, like many others who have attained
strength and poise, he has been developed through hardship.
Mr. Patterson says :—
‘The “Word of Life” given forth by Mr. Trine, both
through pen and personality, carries double weight when we
realise that it is not the creed of one who has lived in the
calm atmosphere of a secluded and sheltered life, but is the
fruit of a most varied and ofttimes trying experience. He
has engaged in various kinds of manual, industrial, and
newspaper work, besides teaching and lecturing ; and more
than once he has known what it was to walk the streets of
a large city, hungry and without work. . . Mr. Trine is
one or Nature’s noblemen—kind-hearted and generous in
nature, a man singularly free from selfishness, and one you
always feel better for haring known.’
A thorough-going vegetarian, a director of the Massachu
setts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and
of the American Humane Education Society, Air. Trine is
still a young man, and has devoted much time to the study
of social and economic problems, and a book from his pen
may be expected in the near future, dealing with these
subjects from the point of view of a Socialist who is such
because of his New Thought philosophy. He was married
in 1898 ; and Mrs. Trine, who is in hearty sympathy with
her husband’s thought and work, is a gifted and charming
woman. Under the title‘A Sort of Creed,’ the following
‘ Life Thoughts ’ by Mr. Trine are given in ‘ Mind,’ together
with a portrait of the author
a sort of creed.
To live to our highest in all things that pertain to us :
To lend a hand as best we can to all others for this same
end ;
To aid in righting the wrongs that cross our path by
pointing the wrong-doer to a better way, and thus aid him
m becoming a power for good :
To remain in nature always sweet and simple and
humble, and therefore strong :
To open ourselves fully and to keep ourselves pure
and clean as fit channels for the Divine Power to work
through us ;
To turn toward and keep our faces always to the light;
To do our own thinking, listening quietly to the opinions
of others, and to be sufficiently num anil women to act
always upon our own convictions :
To do our duty as wc see it, regardless of the opinions of
others, of seeming gain or loss, temporary blame or praise ;
To play the part of neither knave nor fool by attempting
to judge another, but to give that same time to living more
worthily ourselves ;
To get up immediately when we stumble, face again to
the liglit, and travel on without wasting even a moment in
regret;
.
To love all things and to stand in awe or fear of nothing
save our own wrong-doing ;
To recognise the good which lies at the heart of all
people, of all things, waiting for expression, all in its own
good way and time1;
To love the fields and the wild Howers, the stars, the far
open sea, the soft warm earth, and to live much with them
alone, but to love struggling and weary men and women and
every pulsing living creature better ;
To strive always to do unto others as wo would have them
do unto us. In brief
To be honest, to be fearless, to be just, to be kind. This
will make our part in life’s great and as yet not fully under
stood play truly glorious, and wc
* need tfien stand in fear of
nothing -life nor death ; for death is lift
*.
Or, rather, it is the quick transition to life in another
form ; the putting off of the old coat and the putting on of
a new : a passing not from light to darkness but from light
to light, according as we have
*
lived hen
*
; a taking up of
life in another form just when
*
we leave it off here ; a part
in life not to be shunned or dreaded or feared, but to lx
*
welcomed with a glad and ready smile when it conies in its
own good way and time
*.
Transition of Mr. A. Morton. We learn with regret
that Mr. A. Morton, author of ‘ Psychic Studies,' passed to
spirit life on January 30th, in Summerland, Cal., U.S.A.
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So much scepticism has been shown towards what is
known as spirit materialisation that any reliable testimony
to the genuineness of this phase of psychic phenomena
should always be welcome to students of occult sciences and
others who are searching for the truth, and so, perhaps, the
following account of a materialisation seance, which I
attended some little while ago, may be of some value as
testimony and evidence in relation to this branch of
research.
People are so prone to accuse mediums of fraud and
trickery where, in nine cases out of ten, there is no possi
bility of fraud being practised, that I may state at once that
in this case the possibility of trickery was quite out of tlie
question; nor were the witnesses of these phenomena
deluded by hypnotism, excited imagination, or any other
plausible theory generally advanced to deny the possibility
of spiritual agency.
By the invitation of an uncle and aunt (Mr. and Mrs. C.),
I joined a private party of friends—none of whom (except
Mr. and Mrs. C.) had witnessed psychic phenomena of any
kind before, and they were quite sceptical about Spiritualism,
though open to conviction—and we journeyed by rail to the
home of a wrell-known medium, who lives on the outskirts of
London. On arrival, we were shown into an ordinary
sitting-room, devoid of all furniture, curtains, Arc., except
one large round table and the requisite number of chairs.
We examined the room thoroughly to satisfy ourselves that
there were no trap-doors, wires, or mechanical appliances
which might be used to deceive us, and having conclusively
proved there were not, we, on the entrance of the medium,
took our seats around the table. Some musical instruments,
such as zithers, a violin, and tambourines, were brought in
and put upon the table, and a large and heavy musical box
was placed in a corner of the room ; and the medium having
taken his place in the circle, and hands joined, the lights
were turned down, and the seance commenced.
We talked for a few minutes, and, at the medium’s
request, sang ‘Lead, kindly Light,’ and as the medium went
into a deep trance, we became aware of cold draughts blow
ing around us, and lights appeared above our heads, and
little balls of light flitted about the room ; rappings were
heard on the walls and table, and one or two sitters com
plained of being touched by unseen hands. I distinctly felt
a hand laid on my head, and hands touched my shoulders
and face. The ladies on each side of me (who had been
most sceptical) were trembling violently, and begged that
they might not be touched.
Then a deep bass voice said : ‘Good evening, friends,’
and wre saw the face and bust of a man, with a black beard
and fine features, emerging gradually out of the dark, until
he appeared like any ordinary human being. This we
learned was ‘John King,’ the medium’s control and guide, who
thenceforth took the place of the medium and directed the
seance. He moved round about the room and chatted with
us, exhorted the ladies not to be nervous—as they were not
there to frighten them—and answered the various questions
(which I for one) asked him. Then other faces began to
appear, and voices were heard from the gloom above us ;
and suddenly a fiery cross appeared, with a shadowy hand
holding it, which went gradually round the circle, stopping
in front of, and slightly above, the heads of each of us, whilst
a benediction in Latin was mumbled by the being who was
holding the cross, and who, ‘John King’ informed us, was a
certain eminent priest who had died some years ago. Then
suddenly a face appeared directly in front of me, and came
within a few inches of mine, and smiled and nodded to me,
as if in recognition. It was the face of a man with fair,
pointed beard and fair moustache (d la Cavalier), clear-cut
classical features, broad forehead, and a profusion of fair
hair coming down on to his shoulders. He wore a large
plumed Cavalier hat, and the velvet and lace coat and trim
mings of the Cavaliers of Charles the First's time. My
aunt (Mrs. (’.), who was sitting at the other side, exclaimed,
‘Why, it’s a Cavalier!’ and 1 asked ‘John King’ who it
was, as the spirit seemed to know me, and L certainly did
not recognise the face, and 1 was informed that it was a
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friend who had lived on this earth nearly 250 yein
ago, in the reign of Charles I., and was now a guiding spirit
of mine. This spirit, after nodding his head and waving Hi
hand, suddenly disappeared through the middle of the table,
At the same moment another form appeared, of a dark cod*
plexioned man of military appearance, who moved acna
the room to where a Mrs. F. was sitting, and bending
forward to embrace her, said (so that we all heard himdii
*
tinctly), ‘ God bless you, my darling ! At last we meet
again.’ This was Colonel F. (husband of Mrs. F.), who hid
died in India several years before. Mrs. F. recognized him#
once, and was greatly affected. Other spirits then mateririised and talked and moved about the room, some of wboi
were recognised as friends or relations who had passed to
the spirit world years before. A Hindu spirit cvn
and had a long chat with Mr. C. in Hindustan, a
language Mr. C. was well acquainted with, having
spent many years in India amongst the natives. Afters
pleasant conversation of ten or fifteen minutes, the Hindi
played some tunes on the zither, one of which, Mr. C. told
us, was a very old Indian tune, known to very few Europem
in India, and which he had been privileged to listen to vbei
sojourning amongst the natives. A cousin of mine tha
appeared who had died some seven years ago, and whom,ii
his lifetime, I had never seen ; but I recognised him by Hi
likeness to pictures I had seen of him, and Mrs. C, who
knew him well, recognized him at once. Then an old friend
of mine, who had been drowned off the coast of New Zealand,
ten years ago, suddenly came up directly in front of m^uri
with his appearance came a cold, damp air, which was tit
by everyone in the room, and made me shiver. His face
was but dimly discernible, and looked rather ghastly, though
tranquil and impassive. He put up his hand as a sort of
greeting, and disappeared. I had not thought of him for
years, and certainly did not expect to see him at this seance,
but Z knew him at once. Some of those who appeared clasped
our hands and in other ways proved that they had assumed
material form again and were tangible. I asked one spirit
to pat me on the head with his hand and then np
against the ceiling, which was at once done. I next
requested that the heavy musical box, which vm
lying in a corner at the other end of the room, shouldbe
placed on the table in front of me, and play a tune. In u
instant this was done—the box was whisked off the floor,
over the heads of the sitters, and banged down in front of
me, and at once began to play. Other musical instrument^
such as tambourines, zithers, violins, seemed to poa»
wings, as they rose from the table apparently of their own
accord, and flew round about the room over our heads,being
played on by unseen hands all the time.
The seance lasted nearly three hours, and at least thirty
spirits either materialised or appeared, and others spot
who could not make themselves visible; for instancy I
spirit who was invisible stood close beside me, and spoke to
me in Spanish : but I know very little of that languip
and could not understand him, while it seemed that hedH
not know any other language but Spanish. When fl*
lights were turned up, we found the medium, who had just
come out of the trance, in a very dazed condition, andli
eyes had a strange, unnatural look.
I relate this just as it occurred. I am certain therewu
no trickery or delusion, and consider it a good exhibition<i
spirit power, and an absolutely convincing proof of ft
genuineness of the materialisation of spiritual beings, fl*
close proximity of the spiritual spheres, and the mastery^
spirit over matter, and consider that in an age like th
*
such evidence of psychic powers and a spiritual world b
invaluable.
Reginald B. Span.
Undercliffe House,
Ventnor, Isle of Wight.
Mr. W. J. Colville in London.—Mr. Colville arrivd
at Plymouth from New York on Monday last, and on rewk
ing London gave us a pleasant call at this office on TuesdjJ
morning. Tie is looking well, is in excellent spirits afterhB
journey around the world, and speaks warmly of the kindy
reception which he receiwd in Australia and New Zeataw
*
For his programme of lectures in London we refer off
readers to his announcement in our advertising columns
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HOW SHALL WE THINK OF THE DEAD?
t..

(From ‘The Literary Digest.’)

In reply to a correspondent who writes to him asking for
words of assurance regarding a future life, and for a more
? definite knowledge of how we should think of the dead, Dr.
flyman Abbott essays to throw some new light on the
problem of immortality. He prefaces his statement by
saying that he finds it impossible to think of the dead with
out thinking of the living, for his thought of the dead is
based upon his thought of the living. He continues (in ‘The
Outlook/ January 4th) :—
‘ It is the postulate of all my thinking that there are two
rorlds—an outer and an inner, a material and a spiritual, a
tor Id governed by inflexible law and a world of self-governed
ibe wty, a world discerned by eye and ear and touch, and a
tor Id discerned by consciousness. If the philosopher assures
ne <ihat these two are one, I do not dispute him ; perhaps
hey are ; nay, probably they are ; but in all my thinking I
hirak of them as two worlds, co-operative but contrasted.
[ tliink of the spiritual world as ever manifesting itself
through the material world—a perpetual but invisible Pre
tence, veiled yet revealed in all phenomena; a love of beauty
tn fell forms of beauty, an intellectual skill in all mechanical
son <rivances, a true spiritual consciousness in all seemingly
Hue onscious operations of Nature; an ever-presentand eternal
En&rgy from whom all things proceed—an Energy whose
thought is in all Nature’s ingenuities, whose purpose is in
ill lne^processes. I conceive of Him, the ever-conscious
Art>ist in every flower, the ever-conscious Artisan in all cor*-ted
rela
forces, the All-Father is all history and in all lives,
[conceive Him setting me off from Himself, as a spark is
struck by the hammer from the red-hot iron, to be, like Him,
a lover of beauty and a creator of beauty, a lover of truth
ancz~l an utterer of truth, a lover of righteousness and a doer
rf ■righteousness ; and yet, like Him, free to choose the ugly,
th^ false, the unrighteous ; and because thus free, fitted to
be -His companion ; able to be at one with Him or to separate
myself from Him, able to think His thoughts, share His
) purpose, be partaker of His life, or to be indifferent or averse
| to Him; capable of being His companion and His friend,
an <d therefore capable of being His enemy.’
i
The part that the material world and the physical organs
plaa^y in the development of the individual life, says Dr.
L At>lx)tt, may be divided into three stages. In the first stage
| the material organs minister to the life of the spirit. In the
aeoond stage, such growth of the spirit as can be attained
on the material plane is substantially achieved. In the thin!
i stfifege, the physical organs begin to appear as a clog upon
I
spirit, and man becomes keenly aware of limitation.
Di —. Abbott declares :—
t
‘The artist is conscious of a beauty which he cannot
! interpret through the brush ; the poet, of truths which ho
ca^mnotframe into verse; the orator, of a life which transcends
ftlB- his powers of expression. While all others are praising
his=3 creations he is growing increasingly dissatisfied with
th.
His life has grown at once too large and too delicate
to be expressed by tne tools with which he is furnished. He
lo»igs at times for a subtler brush with which to depict
bp^auty, a finer language than words afford to express his
1TU <xPW88ible life. Moreover, as he begins to feel the need
off finer tools, they begin to grow poorer. His eye begins to
. Io sc the keenness of its vision ; his hand the deftness of its
to uch; his sluggish brain refuses to obey his call, and the
. w ords which used to come in flocks at his bidding come
" Aowly and singly or not at all. Sometimes the spirit remains
*• ' In its prison long after it has ceased to be a palace beautiful,
if to show us how dreadful this world would be were we
to live our life here after the material organs had ceased
be a help and had become a hindrance. But generally
■
this time comes the prison walls fall away, and the
♦jp^^ncipated spirit enters upon a new though unseen habitato fitted for its larger development; the dulled tools that
-losing their value are taken away, and the worker is
L x*<n a new equipment in the new world for the richer,
.|
*
E
>6
wlllch, after this brief earthly schooling, he is
'

Thus, the body, its purposes all served, returns to the
it came,‘dust to dust, ashes to ashes’;
Ilc* the spirit, set free, enters upon the career for which it
been unconsciously preparing. Dr. Abbott concludes •
I
J
that there arc no dead ; I think that there is no
' .7? » I thmk that *th<
r<
is no long and dreary sl<‘<kp, no
^8. *(,1‘ ft future resurrection of a body which lias
‘
®.J;.8 Purpose and has no future purpose which it can
5 * x e’ that life goes on unbroken by what we call death ;
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that the resurrection of Jesus Christ was not an extra
ordinary event, but only an extraordinary evidence of an
ordinary event; that He was the first fruits of them that
sleep ; that all rise from the dead as He rose from the dead
and live as He lives ; that to die is “ to depart and to be with
Christ, which is far better ”; that every death is a resurrec
tion, and that to every spirit Cod giveth a body as it
pleaseth Him. I think of death as a glad awakening from
this troubled sleep which we call life ; as an emancipation
from a world which, beautiful though it be, is still a land
of captivity : as a graduation from this primary department
into some higher rank in the hierarchy of learning. I think
of the dead as possessing a more splendid equipment for a
larger life of diviner service than was possible to them on
earth—a life in which I shall in due time join them if I am
counted worthy of their fellowship in the life eternal.’
THE ‘FORM’ OF ‘KATIE KING.’

Judging from the extracts given in ‘Light/ of February
15th, it is greatly to be hoped that Dr. Oliver Lodge will see
his way to publish his admirable address in pamphlet form.
For one thing, this would facilitate co-operation on the part
of those who desire to promote an earnest attempt to solve
the mysteries which surround striking phenomena about
which much has already been published—as in the case of
Mr. D. D. Home. A good deal, however, has still to be made
known respecting his phenomena and experiments connected
therewith, and important errors have yet to be pointed out
in some published statements, so that time must necessarily
elapse before there can be a sufficiently solid basis for
consideration.
But surely all is ripe for judgment with regard to the
‘Katie King’ form, which was photographed by the late
Mr. W. H. Harrison in 1873, and by Sir AV. Crookes so often
in 1874? During the last twelve months I have received
many letters of inquiry about ‘Katie’ from thoughtful
individuals, all of whom seemed to be very imperfectly
acquainted with the facts of the case. This led me in Sep
tember to minutely re-examine all the photographs I have,
connected with her, viz., one taken by Air. Harrison in 1873,
and twenty-two given to me by Sir W. Crookes. Kindly
permit me briefly to assure your readers that those taken by
the latter (who occasionally used several instruments simul
taneously) prove two things beyond doubt. First, that
there was no double exposure of plates, accidental of course ;
second, that ‘ Katie ’ could not nave been the medium in
masquerade.
.
By skilful arrangements it is made quite clear that
‘ Katie ’ was several inches taller than the medium, and her
arms and fingers were longer than those of the medium ;
and at first I wondered if tins might be due to expansion of
the medium’s figure, such as I had seen and most carefully
tested in Mr. Home’s case, in 1867-8, in excellent light, when
he was elongated and contracted several times, and subse
quently levitated after I had made experiments visibly
affecting his brain as manifested in a crystal. But he coula
not maintain that height beyond a few seconds, whilst
‘Katie’ walked about the room for many minutes at a time.
J. Hawkins Simpson.
DECEASE OF MR. P. W. CLAYDEN.

Air. P. AV. Clayden, formerly president of the Institute
of Journalists, and for more than thirty years connected
with the leader writing and editorial departments of the
‘ Daily News/ died rattier suddenly on Wednesday,February
19tli, at his residence, 1, Cpper Woburn-place, W.C. The
deceased gentleman, who was seventy-four years of age,had
been in failing health for some time, but shortly after
Christmas he caught a chill, which recently developed into
acute bronchitis. Mr. Clayden was a keen politician. He
was a member of the Executive Committee of the National
Liberal Federation, and was hon. secretary of the Liberal
Forwards. Mr. Clayden also took an active share in the
work of journalistic organisation. In addition to his
active association with the Institute of Journalists, of
which he was president in the year 1893-4, besides being
treasurer of its orphan fund, he was also a moving spirit in
the international organisation, and was president of the
Congresses of the Press held at Antwerp in 1891. He was
the author of various works on religious, historical, and
political subjects. The‘ Daily News ’ published a long article
in which the writer spoke of our departed friend in terms
of the highest eulogy, but omitted all mention of the fact—
is it possible that he was unaware of it! that Air. Clayden
had been a Spiritualist for many years, and at the time of
his decease was a member of the London Spiritualist
Alliance.
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OCCULTISM ANI) CHRISTIANITY.
We have arrived at an interesting bend in the road.
The old highway, with its hedges and walls, or its possible
byeways with their man traps and spring guns, is changing
its character. The hedges and walls are getting lower, the
byeways are broadening, the adventurous spirits therein
are laughing at the old sign boards and warnings, and there
arc innumerable glimpses of distant valleys and hills
beyond the woods on either hand, with freshets of air
suggesting open country all round. The pilgrims, waking
up as they trudge along, step out with hopeful animation,
though many are only perturbed. Daring questions arc
whispered, comparisons are indulged in, a few of the more
enterprising run on ahead or scale the walls —and some
pause, shudder, or turn back.
Take the civilised world on the whole, this is its condi
tion to-day, and no one can tell what may happen to
morrow. The once servile begin to be restive ; the docile
are asking for credentials; common clay criticises costly
china; fustian holds its own, or tries to do so, against
ermine and purple; the world half smiles and half un
covers at mention of the ‘ right divine of kings/ and the
priest is let alone. Even Christ is turned over like a
second-hand garment on a stall, and a great poet says
to God,
‘Who shall judge Thee, on Thy judgment-day V
For good or evil, everything is being tested, or some new
thing is being set alongside the old thing, to its disparage
ment. Everybody with a notion, a prejudice, a restless
desire to stretch, feels free to set up a new religion, or to
take to pieces and repair an old one, or to produce a
theological or theosophical conglomerate that is warranted
to supersede everything. It is a little pathetic, a great
deal amusing, and enormously hopeful: for the one thing
needful is the sense of freedom that makes slaves think.
A small illustration of this large fact lies before us in
the shape of a four-page paper by Dr. R. S. Clymer,
in ‘The Metaphysical Magazine/ on ‘Occultism and
Christianity.’ The writer starts with what is now the
well-known vice of exaggerated contrast, lie does not
assail, or offer to repair, our poor old Christianity : he
simply produces his brand new simplicity and smiles, as he
says, ‘ See how superior we are to all that! ’ As we have
said, it is at once pathetic, amusing and hopeful.
His very first sentence is this : ‘ When we compare the
teachings and practice of Occultists and of Christians, we
are impelled to the conclusion that the latter are making a
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sad mistake.’ Arc they really ? How then doet h
attempt to show that ? He does it by taking some pi
fessed Christians at their worst, and some branch of th
Christian Church by no means at its best; andthenb
finds it easy to attribute what he pleases to Occultism, nJ
set up a contrast, and draw his conclusion.
For instance, he says, ‘ I have never met an individni
who professed to be a follower of Christ who did not
scruple to tell me plainly that if I did not stop the stody
of the Occult and embrace religion according to his notion
I was on the direct road to Hell.’ Now, ‘ honour bright
*
what are we to make of this ? Has Dr. Clymer really ni
truly been so wretchedly restricted or so strangdy
unfortunate in his intercourse with Christians! Wetau
known thousands of Christians, and have talked frady
with them, and are not quite sure whether one of them
ever actually damned us as flatly as all Dr. Clymert
Christians damned him.
That suggests the primary fact here,—that there an
Christians and Christians, and Occultists and Occultist^
just as there are socialists and socialists or critics and
critics. There are Christians who are, we admit, over
ready to send fellow-pilgrims to hell: but, on the otar
hand, there arc Occultists who are quite as over eager to
make sweeping statements that lack both measure ad
charity. There are, moreover, Christians who are star
bigots, and Christians who have almost a perfect blend of
Spiritualism and Rationality ; and, on the other side, then
are Occultists who are but little distinguishable from these
last, and Occultists who are practically adorers of demom
Dr. Clymer himself, while flouting Christians, sets forth
a faith which all rational and spiritual Christians will
recognise as very much their own. He says; ‘The
Occultist can see good in all God’s children. He cares not
how a man worships, so long as he lives his religion by
loving his brother as himself? ‘ The true Occultist is not
ashamed or reluctant to take an erring one by the hud,
no matter how low that soul has fallen ; and to tell such
an one that God has not forsaken him but will aid him to
live the true life? And this is put as contrasting the
Occultist with the Christian I Was there ever such non
sense ? Why, even the sisters of mercy of the Church of
Rome refute it, with their unbounded pity. And, at the
other end, what of the Salvation Army, with its array d
lost sheep found, and its seeking which never ends! And
what of the millions of loving and unselfish workers ii
missions, districts and slums?
Again he says, contrasting Occultists and Christian^
that the former have ‘ passed to a higher grade of thought
and life/ that th< y, as distinguished from Christians, have
their ‘thoughts devoted to the object of helping one
another ’ (which Christians do not ’), and that they, agto
*
unlike Christians, believe that God is ‘ near/ and that ‘we
are all children of one Father’ who ‘never brings forth
*
soul to send it into endless misery’:—all of which,
millions of Christians would say, we do most steadfastly
believe.
As we have said, this shaking up of Christianity bj
Dr. Clymer is a small illustration of a large fact, and wi
must not much wonder at it in the present chaoticallj
critical state of the general mind. But, though we muS
expect this kind of thing, it is our duty to help t<
moderate it, especially by encouraging fuller thought a®
broader sympathy : and, certainly, if Christianity has t
go into the melting pot it will not be put there by th
hands which handle old gold as though it were cheap tin
Any way, the truth will be told about it when it goes int
the purifying lire: and we are of opinion that when i
conies forth it will be more precious and not less. Bai
metal has gathered about it; but the core is gold.
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_____
Address by the Rev. John Page Hopps.
------On Thursday evening, the 20th inst., at a meeting of the
; Members and Associates of the London Spiritualist Alliance,
held in the Regent Saloon, St. James’s Hall, the Rev. John
Page Hopps delivered an address dealing with the recently
i ' published work on 1 The Dangers of Spiritualism.’
Mr. E. Dawson Rogers, the President of the Alliance,
.\ occupied the chair, and in the course of some introductory
t remarks said that he knew some of those present were
r aw^are of the identity of the author of the book in question.
Boat he had one request to make to them, with which he
ho ped they would comply. As the author had chosen to be
aiKonymous, he thought it would ill become anyone to
mention his name. The author was entitled to keep his name
a secret if he chose, and to refer to cases which had come
uoder his notice without mentioning names, but in so doing
h^ took the consequences, in the estimate which his readers
would place upon his testimony.
Mr. Hopps, in commencing his address, said he felt moved
to depart from the usual course on such occasions, and to
oSfer up a prayer or an invocation before entering upon his
subject. Instead of doing that, however, he would ask them
to allow him to read six verses of a very remarkable poem,
i^ritten by that great modern prophet-poet, Mr. Gill.
The following are the first and last verses of the poem,
*^hich is in the form of an invocation to the angels :—
w
Angels bright, in strength excelling,
On your Lord who dimly gaze,
Of His glory still be telling,
Sweetly sing your sweet amaze.
Mighty angels ’
Spend your strength upon His praise.

If perchance we faint and tremble
When our time draws near to die,
Angels, for our help assemble
*,
Whisper sweetly of your sky.
Waiting angels !
Help our trembling souls on high.
I have read these verses, said Mr. Hopps, because I wanted
fco put in the forefront of what I had to say, not so much the
thought of the dangers of Spiritualism, as of the blessings
of Spiritualism -(hear, hear)—and although I propose to
ssspeak about the subject only from the point of view of the
diangers, yet incidentally all the way through, though I may
say little about the blessings, these are foremost in my mind.
H would like also to say that I do not propose merely to
review the book ; I simply take it as a peg on which we may
Jhang a useful discourse on the subject.
Continuing, Mr. Hopps referred to the remark of Pro
cessor Oliver Lodge, who described the work as ‘a weak
’book.’ He agreed with the President that it was undesirable
to mention the writer’s name, although some of them knew
it quite well. It was a name that gave them assurance that
at all events the book was written and published in good
faith. The subject of Spiritualism was a paying subject—
they had all sorts of books, articles and stories published
about it; and as the subject became more popular he be
lieved that a great many books would be published that
would be simply bogus—having no relation to any real
Experience or knowledge, but simply spiritualistic romances.
Nevertheless they must admit that this book was written
good faith, and he hoped the writer of it would give
tijjem credit for a little honesty in dealing with it—he did
seem to credit them with much. They were thankful
anybody who would point out the dangers of Spiritualism,
piritualists did not want to take
*
themselves in, any more
t^lian they wanted to take other people in. It was absurd,
therefore, to suggest that they were not thankful for any
lionest warnings. But in this connection it was necessary
to point out in three cases the very serious misstatements
1 the writer under consideration. In the introduction to
> is volume the author writes :
Jhey
his spiritualist experiences] present an aspect
_
imuch-debated subject which is not very readilv and
llmgly exposed to view by Spiritualists.
That was to say, in short, that Spiritualists knew it was

an ugly subject, a dangerous one, and tried to hush it up.
Now he had known Spiritualists and their operations for
thirty years, and, speaking for himself and them, he said
deliberately that this statement was incorrect. Spiritualists
were willing to expose to view anything they believed to be
true, and in his own case he might say that nine times out
of ten, when he had been consulted on the desirability of
studying the question, he had rather warned the inquirer
than the reverse.
Turning to page 108 of the book, they found this :—
There is, as a matter of fact, no known method or con
dition by which the fatal influences, moral and physical, of
the seance room can be counteracted, or by which the socalled ‘higher’ phenomena can be secured. All honest
Spiritualists admit this—and many more would do were it
not that they are fully aware that an admission of this fact
would entirely undermine their system.
So Spiritualists told lies, or refrained from telling the
truth, because they might otherwise damage their case !
Certainly he (Mr. Hopps) knew no Spiritualists in that con
dition of mind, who wished to hush up matters that were
disagreeable. He did not wish to say anything in the
slightest degree offensive,but certainly that was an extremely
unfortunate misrepresentation—to put it mildly—of the
condition of the Spiritualist’s mind.
Quoting next the following passage :—
It is a fact universally acknowledged and admitted even
by experienced Spiritualists, that the influence of the
seance-room is on the whole debasing, and that it tends to
banish all devotional feeling and true religion.
Mr. Hopps pointed out that this was not put forward as
the writer’s opinion. His statement was not only that it is
so, but that it is ‘ universally acknowledged and admitted
even by Spiritualists.’ But I venture to say (the speaker
proceeded) that if we took a vote of this large audience to
night, there would not be six Spiritualists who would
acknowledge this. They would not acknowledge it because
they know it is not true. They know that when there is pure
purpose, honesty, and a desire for the truth, the influence of
the seance-room is the very reverse of debasing. As for the
religious side of it, having seen for myself all kinds of
presentations of it, I can say that 1 have felt in the seance
room some of the purest religious emotions and heard
presentations of the most beautiful truths. I believe lam
speaking for this audience, but if not, at the close of this
address it will be for you to state the contrary opinion.
There were four important things to be noted in connec
tion with the volume. First : The writer did not deny the
reality of spiritual manifestations, and that was true of fivesixths of the other critics of Spiritualism. The fashion now
was not to deny but to aflirm. In the second place, the
writer went further and said we out[kt to know. A third
point was that he even went further than this and said that
prolonged investigation is desirable, that the whole thing is
important and valuable, that the spiritualist hypothesis is
important and valuable. Now this was very interesting,
because here was a man who was writing about the dangers
of Spiritualism, dissuading people from investigating, and
yet making these important admissions.
Mr. Hopps then quoted the following passage from the
*
volume
:—
I am inclined to think that, for good or evil, Spiritualism
in its modern form has come to stay.
A great many Spiritualists shared that opinion !
(Cheers.): rt is certain that an explanation of the mysterious
phenomena under consideration will again and again be
demanded, and that questions will be asked which must be
answered.
A few pages further on they found an account of some
extraordinary experiences at a seance where manifestations
occurred without any attempt to provoke them, and very
much against the will of the writerand his friend. In con
nection with this case, which involved some startling
physical phenomena, which occurred in the room of a young
manat night, Mr. Hopps read the following passage As morning dawned the noises gradually ceased, the
sounds becoming fainter ; and with the advent of daylight
my friend obtained some refreshing sleep. On the following
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night there was no further objective disturbance. P. F.
soon regained his good health, and now the memory only
of these most extraordinary occurrences has remained with
us. P. F. has since gone abroad, and has not,I am confident,
felt tempted to renew his acquaintance with the ‘kind
friends ’ of the spirit world.
That was a pity, because such an experience might
have been followed up with very great profit. The passage
showed that, so far from denying spirit action, the author
very strongly affirmed it. Again, in reference to scientific
men and their attitude, there was this passage : —
Some scientific men seem to be under the impression
that any cumbrous hypothesis, however involved and
incredible it may be, is infinitely better and more scientific
than the simple explanation which the facts themselves
appear to suggest and which does not really involve half
these difficulties.

Here again the author was with them. The Spiritualist s’
explanation was a very simple one. These unseen people
seemed to be very strongly individualistic. They knew
their names. They told us things we did not know. They
made infernal noises (according to the author of the book).
Again the author continued :—
I simply propose to offer the evidence which, as a
member of the Society (for Psychical Research), I have
gathered in the course of my inquiries extending over a
number of years, and which seems to my mind to tell
strongly in favour of the objective character of the pheno
mena in question.
It seemed plain from this that the author admitted all
the Spiritualists’ contention in regard to the reality of the
phenomena. And, further, he admitted that they ought to
know, and that prolonged investigation is desirable. It was
a curious admission, for he coupled it with the suggestion
that it was bad for anyone to attempt it or that it should be
done only by experts or scientific men. It was veryamusing
that scientific men, after deriding the subject, should affirm,
or have it affirmed for them, that they alone should have the
right to deal with the matter !
The last of the four important points cited by Mr. Hopps
was the fact that the author actually affirmed the import
ance and value of the Spiritualists’ hypothesis : —
So far as the general public an
* concerned, it is to my
mind of the utmost importance that the objectivity and
actual occurrence of the phenomena, or, to speak quite
plainly, the action upon us of an unseen spiritual universe
(which seme of these phenomena certainly go to demonstrate),
should be fully known and realised : for it seems to me that
it is in this direction, in the denial of it, that the chief
danger attending the inquiry will be found to lie.
So the danger after all was not in the direction of the
Spiritualist with his investigation and experiment. The
danger lay in the denial—an extraordinary admission, con
sidering what followed :—
A person who believes, or at least thinks it probable,
that intelligent agencies, external to the inquirer, may be
at work in producing the ohenomena in question, is far
more likely to proceed witn caution and circumspection,
even under favourable circumstances, than he who imagines
that they may be attributed to some unknown and occult
force, or to action of his own submerged and hitherto but
very little understood personality.
The danger, then, according to this writer, was to the
man who was not armed beforehand with the knowledge
that they were very subtle and powerful beings with whom
he had to deal. So he gave away Ins whole case with regard
to the cause of these things, for he went on to say :
In the course of my own inquiries I have again and
again found that it was this latter sceptical attitude of the
mind which was most apt to prove perilous and disastrous
to the inquirer, and which was most frequently the real
cause of his trouble
*.
No Spiritualist could have put the case better ! The
danger was not for the Spiritualist with his foreknowledge
and insight so much as for the ignorant and sceptical
inquirer. And even when doubting the desirability of
general experimenting, the author is inclined to admit that
the subject is a legitimately scientific one, and states as much
in the introduction to his book.
Nowall this enormously helped them in arriving at a
decision concerning the dangers, for in the face of these
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four or five admissions they had to ask themselves thequ»
tion which they had to ask about almost everything, vit;
Does the object of the pursuit justify the peril? Men fount
in practical life there were dangers attending every enter
*
prise. There were dangers in navigation—one might
encounter a storm (just as in navigating the dim seas of
Spiritualism one might possibly encounter a fool or a demon),
but we did not on this account give up shipbuilding. Then
there were dangers in ventilation, because if the ventilation
was bad, one might catch cold. There was even a dangerin
respiration; we might take in microbes, but we did not give
up breathing on that account. It might even be argued that
there is danger in reading the Bible. Over and over ag^n
people had read of certain things in the Bible and were
tempted (by some evil spirit, perhaps) to ‘go and do likewise’
There was the case of Abraham, for example. Suppose any
father or mother received a command from some bright and
beautiful being, to offer their children as a sacrifice. Would
they do it ? Yet there had been cases of people who had
done so under the delusion that they had received a Divine
command. There was danger in reading the book of
Ezekiel. He (Mr. Hopps) could not read anywhere in publie
the awfully filthy things Ezekiel was commanded to do by
‘the Spirit.’ Any man who acted as Ezekiel did would
suggest a lunatic asylum, and if he had money and relatives
with expectations, the lunatic asylum would be sure.
(Laughter.)
There was danger in religion. It had led to the bloodiest
warsand persecutions. There was even danger in being of
an inquiring turn of mind and writing a book onthedangen
of things. (Laughter.) ‘Unless you shut yourself up in
*
monastery or a nunnery you would not shut yourself off
from dangers, and even then you would not shu t yourself off
from this question.’
Was there not something cowardly in this constant
anxiety about danger! What would Nelson have said of it!
or Wellington ? or the last boy at Eton who stood up toi
bully ? He appealed to Spiritualists whether the objectwu
not worth the danger. Let them think of the explored
struggle in I Jarkest Africa : and they all admired Stanley.
They all admired Nansen, too, in his search amongst the
hummocks and ice and snow of the Arctic regions for the
North Pole. And should not Spiritualists know’ something
of the explorers struggle and danger, aye, and the explorer's
glory ’
.
But ‘ what is the use of it ?’ they were being continually
asked. Well, he had always maintained that it did not
matter what these unseen beings said, any more than it
mattered what was being telegraphed under the Atlantic.
What the keen experimenter wanted to know was, is the
machine working ? I hold in my hands (Mr. Hopps pro
ceeded) a letter from a bright, intelligent, clever man, who
wants to believe in the spirit world and in the persistence
of his wife there. He does not ask for a beautiful spirit
message oi a glorious vision. What he wants is proof that
any sort of a being persists beyond the black veil on the
other side. ‘To change my world,’ he says, ‘the demonstra
tion of the most inconsiderable hobgoblin that ever rumbled
in a chimney would be sufficient. I could assume my wife
on the strength of any spirit. I know hers will stick together
if any will.’
Now, if then
*
were nothing else in Spiritualism, this
letter suggested a very great and important purpose for it.
Here was a man who said it would change the world for him
if, even to the smallest extent, he could have demonstrated
to him the fact of persistence beyond what we call death.
If the case were even worse than the wildest alarmist
made out, was there nothing in vicarious suffering ? W
*»
there to be no vicarious sacrifice in the researches of the
Spiritualist ? Are there no men and women who, if they
could demonstrate this great fact to their fellows, would
incur danger ? Are there to be no heroisms on this border
land ! Is it for nothing that God has given us this pathetic,
this profound, longing to know ! Has God ever given the
world the explorer's instinct without having somewhere
*
land waiting to be explored ?
But all this did not lessen the need of warnings and the
value of knowledge
*
of the dangers, and, therefore, said the
speaker, wo are giateful for warnings. But 1 am bound to
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say “that this book does not tell us anything we don’t know.
The 'writer is manifestly one-sided; or he has only told us half
his story; or he has been amazingly unfortunate, for it is all
ugly, it is all ominous, it is all sinister, black and dangerous,
and his conclusions are very much like his facts. It is
«C very unfortunate, but I myself have never met with such a
? case. But I sometimes imagine in reading this book that
the writer has only given us half of his experience. Mr.
Hopps then read the following passage from the work

;
The danger becomes then both great and formidable,
!. and arises from the fact that such persons arc, like the
l inexperienced chemist, operating with forces the character
of ^vnich they do not understand and the correlation of
which to other forces they cannot possibly know. And while
l they may thus, of course, come upon a discovery which may
pro ve a gold-mine of scientific wealth, they may also blow
themselves to pieces; and the latter is, as wo all know”, far
mo re likely to be the case than the former.

What nonsense this was 1 It was not true of experi
ences either in chemistry or Spiritualism. It was absurd to
say^ that experimenters were more likely to blow themselves
to -pieces than to come upon a discovery.
This writer was very hard up for drawbacks, for he found
it ^necessary to point out that 1 the exercise of mediumship
is almost always attended by physical exhaustion ’—so was
preaching ! * very frequently by complete mental prostra
tion’—so was acting! ‘producing a kind of moral paralysis
am. d inertia of the wall ’—he hoped that was not true ;
‘senmetimes there are cataleptic seizures’—so there were in
gr^at revival meetings; ‘contortion of the muscles of the
fa «<;e ’—he had seen that in many clergymen ; . . ‘ all of
l th. em conditions awakening disgust in all healthy and
i normally constituted minds--a state of feeling far removed,
i am. rely, from anything approaching moral aspiration or
el ovation?
So it seemed you could not have moral aspiration or
i el evation if you were exhausted, if you were prostrated, or
L
you did not keep a smiling and pleasant face all the time,
i ^^hich was, of course, all absolute nonsense.
:
Continuing, Mr. Hopps said : Now, I could give him
‘ Ixtter instances, and many of you here, I daresay, could
l
dive him better instances, of low-class manifestations than
r h < has given us ; and to show that we are not afraid of the
sw-ibject and do not wish to hold back anything, I may give
y ou three or four cases from my own experiences.
Mr. Hopps then gave the following examples. The first
coe related to some experiments with the Planchette. All
I> Tesent except myself (Mr. Hopps said) were the very per& unifications of saintly goodness and purity, and in the
■ c ourse of the experiments a lady (one of the most blessed
a^ngels of God 1 ever knew) was holding the Planchette.
• *L_" ,he pencil made all kinds of absurd marks, and I said, ‘ I
L UTiink we shall have to stop unless you can do something to
lielp us? And then the wretched thing spelt out, ‘ 1 can
: l~>elp you to sin? Now if I had been only with others likec r^xinded, that is precisely the thing I would have followed
; ^P, because there was evidently something not from our own
uninds. There was substance in that remark. I should have
I iked to grip that being, whoever it was, and said, ‘ Why
. c3o you wish us to sin ? What particular sin could you
Ilelp us to commit ? ’ And 1 would have had it out with
< ’ Yiim.
.
Another case was that related at an experience meeting
which one of the members of the Alliance said that he
j ?■
present at a seance and getting very nice communica
r'
when they were interrupted by the entrance of the
‘^^rvant, whereupon the pencil wrote, ‘ Damn Jane !’ That
a most interesting incident. It -was one in which they
xght find a great deal of solid reality. At all events, one
<^>uld admit there was character in the remark. He would
rich like to have got hold of that control and said, ‘ Come,
did you lose your temper ? What made you write out
> at oath V It would have been very interesting. How
*
F
ten they had been deluged with communications of a
x ^acle and water kind ! When they got something that
1
character it was worth following up.
In another case a clerical friend of Mr. Hopps who had
^ocouie a Spiritualist was one Sunday going from the
ess to the pulpit when he heard raps on the vestry table.

The raps spelt out a message which purported to come from
‘Jesus? and requested the minister not to preach on
the subject he had decided upon, but to go into
the pulpit and think of nothing, and his sermon
would be given him there. Mr. Hopps’ friend had the sense
to reply, ‘ Thank you, I have no experience in that direction.
I think I had better follow my usual course?
Mr. Hopps himself had been advised by someone who
professed to be his father to give up studying for his work
and to trust to controls. But he had regarded the advice as
a temptation to be lazy, or as dangerous, in consigning
himself to the keeping of someone he did not know. He
gave these instances to show that Spiritualists did not hush
these things up.
About six months ago he had received some most filthy
and atrocious post cards from a stranger who had once or
twice attended his church. Subsequently he received a
letter from the anonymous writer of the post-cards, in
which the writer asked forgiveness and explained that for
years he had been obsessed by some influence or spirit
which impelled him to write post-cards of this kind to
people. After doing so, having an indistinct recollection of
what he had done, the knowledge made him extremely
miserable. Hence he had written to ask Mr. Hopps’ pardon,
and to explain that it was not his real self which was at
fault.
They did not wish to hush these things up—these were
the things they had to encounter. But he for one did not
feel in the slightest degree moved to give up his work on
the London Spiritualist Alliance, but rather encouraged to
stick to it, because he could see there was a great deal to
do to put things in the right light.
Referring again to the volume under consideration, Mr.
Hopps cited the author’s story of a young man who was
controlled by a spirit of subtle and extraordinary malice
and cunning. All through the story these characteristics
of the spirit were insisted upon, and yet when the persons
concerned cross-examined this malicious and cunning spirit
they received some very striking replies. The control
was asked :—
What is your object in thus attaching yourself to P. F.
[the young man in question] ?
Answer : He obstructed my plans when on earth and
caused my ruin. I have tried all I could to gain control of
him, and very nearly had possession. Do pray that I may
become happier and also that I may leave him.
Let them imagine that, from a demon of extraordinary
malice ! ‘ Do pray that J may become happier and also that
J may leave him? The latter part of the petition rather
suggested that there was some law which made this wretched
creature stick to the young fellow.
Then came another remark addressed to the obsessing
spirit in reply to his appeal:—
We will do what wo can ; indeed, all in our power. But
you must now part with P. F., who, as you see, is greatly
alarmed.
Answer : I shall be losing my power when his own will
becomes stronger.
Now this surely should have taught this -writer a great
deal more than he apparently knows about the ‘ dangers of
Spiritualism? And (Mr. Hopps continued) this suggests
to me very strongly the case of some poor wretch who could
not help himself. He wants the young man to get better
that he himself may get better. Then he says :—
Keep a careful watch over him for a time, and do pray
for me—a wretched sinner '
This looks far more as if this man were suffering some
natural, moral punishment for his iniquity than as the case
of a malicious, cunning devil.
Then the question is asked :—
What can we do to facilitate the separation ?
Answer : I am unable at present to leave him entirely.
He must exercise his power of will and resist me. Pray
for me !
Well, whether it was inevitable for thi.s poor wretch or
whether it was necessary for this young fellow, we cannot
tell; but it looks as though between them it was inevitable,
and certainly it looks as though the spirit was doing what
he would fain have avoided doing.
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But there is animus in the book. I do not want to say
anything which may indicate the writer, but it is necessary
for my presentation of this point in its full significance to
say as much as this—that I believe the writer is a gentleman
who belongs now to the Church of Home. I think we may
say as much as that. It appears that what offends or vexes
him is that Spiritualists are too apt to become critical and
rational, and we all know how dangerous that is ! Everyone
knows how shocking it is to think for yourself, and that
seems to me to be the key to the curious complicated lock
of this book. In illustration of his contention Mr. Hopps
then read the following passages from the book : —
The learned spirits, writing through Mr. Stainton Moses,
teach a kind of Broad Church doctrine, out of which all
definite and distinctive Christianity is refined away.
The doctrine which is most generally taught by the
spirits, probably because it is the most popular one with
Spiritualists, is
that
*
of continual progress of an existence
in the other state which is practically a continuation of the
present one, with its wants and enjoyments, its follies and
perversities.
And the author goes on to ask
What is this but a sinking back into the old philosophy
of Paganism?
According to this view the present life does not appear
as a stadium in which a race has to be run in order to
obtain a prize, a certain end, but as one of many halting
stations in the course of a long journey.
So we had to believe, if we wished to be saved, that in this
life we were running a final race for a prize. The costermongers
and dockers of the East End were much to be pitied, then.
They had not much chance in such a race in this world, for
it took them all they knew to pay their rent. Then the
writer said :—
There is in the Gospels not a shadow of support for this
doctrine of progression.
If that were true then as a heretic, said Mr. Hopps, he
could only say, ‘So much the worse for the Gospels !’ But
it was not true.
Reverting, in closing, to the question of the dangers,
Mr. Hopps referred to one of his experiences thirty years
ago, when he began his inquiries into Spiritualism. He was
warned by one professing to be the very dearest being he
ever knew and loved on this earth, at a time when he was a
sceptic and almost a scoffer. He was asking some question
but instead of answering it she interpolated this warning,
‘Don’t believe all the spirits tell you, but always use your
own judgment.’ That was just what that being would have
said had she been in the body. She did not want to hush it
up: and he had related the incident to hundreds of people.
On the following morning, when he attempted to renew comniunication with the unseen world, sure enough he had an
hour of lies enough to damn an army. But he had not on that
account abandoned the subject, remembering the advice of
his spirit friend. There were danger signals, and if we
watched for them we should be able to keep ourselves
fairly free from serious harm.
Mr. Hopps then offered the following suggestions to those
who wished to shun the dangers 1. Be on your guard. It sounded commonplace enough
but it was true. A man in business, buying and selling,
knew he was in danger of loss and stood on his guard. So it
must be here.
2. Be under restraint. Some Spiritualists needed that
suggestion, for the subject was one that lent itself to hysteria
and excitement. And no wonder. The discovery that there
are indeed an unseen world and unseen people, and that those
you thought had gone to some unknown heaven millions of
miles away were close to you, was liable to upset you a little
and give you touches of hysteria.
3. Grasp well the fact that the subject is vastly more com
plicated, perhaps, than anybody imagines.
4. Be sure that a pure intent and a brave spirit safeguard
the seeker.
The Bible said/ Resist the devil and he will ilee from you.’
Luther was right when lie said, ‘There is nothing the devil
dislikes like contempt ; he can stand anything but that/
and Luther advised contempt for all evil influences. And
then there was a very precious suggestion which he (Mr.
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IIopps) had found of great value in talking and writing^
people about Spiritualism. He believed it was the found
*,
tion of all their teaching :—
(5) Believe in the dominance of good.
Why should they assume, as this author seemed to
assume, that silly, evil, demoniacal spirits persist^ and that
they alone can influence us ?
Last of all, as an old Scottish preacher once said to him
*,
(6) Give God the benefit of the doubt.
The writer made a stand for certain dogmas; let Spiritu
alists make a stand for a sane, a just land a merciful God.
What puzzled him was that people who laid so much atm
on the Bible did not believe in their own Book.
Mr. Hopps then read the following amongst other
passages from the Scriptures :—
The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that
revere Him and delivereth them.
The poor, rationalistic, critical Spiritualists believed
that, but not merely because it was in the Bible.
He giveth His angels charge concerning them.
We are surrounded with a great cloud of witnesses.
Not a great cloud of devils. They were not going to be
such infidels as to believe these witnesses were all malignant
Let us then go on without fear. Greater and
stronger are they who arc with us than they who an
against us.
Yes, let them go on, upheld by goodness and wisdom,
remembering:—
I low pure in heart, how sound in head,
With what divine affections bold,
Should be the man whose thought would hold
An hour’s communion with the dead.

In vain slialt thou or any call
The spirits from their golden day,
Except like them thou too canst say,
‘ My spirit is at peace with all.’
They haunt the silence of the breast,
Imaginations calm and fair,
The memory like a cloudless air,
The conscience like a sea at rest.
But when the heart is full of din,
And doubt beside the portal waits,
They can but listen at the gates,
And hear the household jar within.

In conclusion, Mr. Hop]is said : Wisdom and goodness
will not ensure communion by way of experiment, nor will
they ward off the spirits of the outer darkness ; but they
will enable you to stand your ground, or even to go on your
way rejoicing. (Applause).
At the conclusion of the address there was in
animated discussion, a summary of which we hope to
present in our next issue.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Communications from ‘Somon/ ‘ Experto Credo/ Princess
Karadja, Dr. Peebles, J. Stannard, ‘ Ecliuca/‘A.V.P/
‘ R/ and others are unavoidably held over for another
issue.
NEW PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

‘Annual Report of the Smithsonian Insitution/ Washing
ton, C.S.A.: Government Printing Office.
‘A Dream of Realms Beyond Vs.’ By Adair WelckB331, Pine-street, San Francisco, Cal., U.S.A.
‘The Radiant Centre.’ A Journal of Success. K. Atkinson
Boehme, 201 (J, O-street, N.W., Washington, D.C., U.SA.
Price 10 cents.
‘ The Astrological Magazine.’ Edited and published by B.
Suryanarain Row, B.A., 102, Li nga Chet ty-street, MaarM
India. Price 7s. per year.
‘Dominion and Power.’ Studies in Spiritual Science. By
Charles Brodie Patterson. London: George Belli
Sons. Price 3s. (Jd. net.
‘ The Gospels and the Gospel.’ A Study in the most recent
results of the Lower and Higher Criticism. By G.RS. Mead, B.A., M.R.A.S. London and Benares: The
Theosophical Publishing Society. Price 4s. 6d. net.
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The True Teaching of E. Maitland and A. Kingsford.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
-------

Tfce JCWiW is not responsible for opinions expressed by correspondents

and sometimes publishes what he does not agree with for the purpose
of presenting views that may elicit discussion,

‘Heresies.’

r°:

Sib,—As my work, for noticing which I thank you, is

* ’i not specially designed to interest Spiritualists, but is con
cerned with issues to which Spiritualism is merely incidental,
I can appreciate your hesitation in regard to tackling it as
b.. a whole. That business will have to be undertaken by
' philosophers, metaphysicians, and empirical scientists You
L ask me to ‘ translate ’ my work into fifty pages. I regret that,
at present, I cannot prepare such a digestible fragment for
f popular consumption. However, for Spiritualists, there is
a compact dose in Volume V. If they read that volume, or
thcu~t part of it dealing specially with their pet concern, I
will promise that they will find such a complete elucidation
of every important spiritualistic phenomenon recorded in
youar columns, as has never before been submitted to the
wo^ld.

H. Uroft Hiller.

Sir,—In the interesting

psychometric

experiences

naaerated by Dr. A. Wallace, of Harley-street, in 4 Light ’ of
January 15th, he remarks that the author of ‘The Dangers

of Spiritualism ’ is about to write a book on ‘ Religious
Pl> ilosophy.’ Perhaps, on this theme of themes, I may use
fully be permitted to remark that he might first advantage
ous sly see the life-guiding principles on which such philosophy
is leased, as lucidly shown in the essay known as ‘The
AL pha’: a philosophical inquiry into the nature of truth,
by^" a simple analysis of human nature. If it be not the
omJy published work which presents a logically clear system
of social and religious truth—excepting Dove’s ‘ Theory of
TT nuian Progression,’ treated by another and less spiritua 1
th ^thod—I should be glad to know of it.
‘The Alpha’ has received the highest commendations of
jading educational thinkers—more especially those of/the
la-te Lord Brougham. In the library of the London Spirit
ualist Alliance there is a copy of its fourth edition, in
'W’hieh may be seen the advent of its author and his first
e experiences in the spirit realm, as given in my house in
1^70 through the mediumship of Mr. J. J. Morse, when
k was an illiterate lad, to whom ‘ The Alpha,’ its author,and
rayself were previously unknown.
At that time, and for a long period, I was happily and
successfully giving my chief care to ascertain one
*s
power
t<z> commune with the ‘ departed ’ of the inner world, under
t>ie most careful conditions I could devise, with a room and
t Jie same selected persons only, strictly devoted to the
’ iM_iquiry. Having then heard of young Morse as being fre' <1^ uently entranced at his work and led to find a better
o ocupation, we had him come to us, through the aid of Mr.
CZJ. W. Pearce, and employment was soon found for him with
NfcJr. James Burns, the publisher, with whom he long
remained.
A. C. Swinton.
Hindhead.
Medium for Materialisations.

‘

s
.

Sir,—It is surprising to me that the numerous defenders
of Ed. Maitland and A. Kingsford and their teaching,
never once allude to, or make use of, what is as plainly as pos
sible their very last teaching, given by the spirit from the
unseen, viz., the ‘ Gospel of the Holy Twelve.’ This has been
noticed in your pages, but no one seems to see the plain
teaching therein as dead against the false message. This
plain teaching was published just a few weeks before the
falsehood appeared, as if in anticipation thereof—‘ a
message to the coming age ’ truly. And what age needs it
more than the present, for which this publication was
reserved ? Is the true voice of the spirit to be forever sup
pressed, while false messages are being given ?
I beg you will do me the justice to insert this letter as
that of a clergyman of forty years’ standing,a believer in the
true Spiritualism, and a well-known friend of Ed. Maitland
and Anna Kingsford, and in many ways collaborating with
them, while in the fiesh and now out of it, for the last thirty
years and more, as my friend S. H. Hart well knows.

The Editor of the ‘Gospel of the
Holy Twelve.’
3, Evelyn-terrace,
Brighton.
The Boy Preacher.

Religious Philosophy.
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Sir,—I am organising a scheme for training a certain
Mpsychic to become a medium for materialisations. We have
■sx great dearth of such nowadays, and a greater dearth of
systematic attempts to develop them. I propose to enrol
~^our circles of seven members each, each circle to experiment
"independently of the others, and to meet once a fortnight
<or twelve sittings. I do not guarantee successful results,
T)ut I have every reason, from private experiments in this
direction with this psychic, to anticipate them—in some of
these circles at any rate. The meetings will be held in
-fSayswater. The subscription for the series of twelve exfeerimen^s wiH be one guinea in advance, to go towards
^Locking a small shop, which will make this psychic indel>^ndent of other public work. Anyone wishing to join may
rite to me for further particulars at my private address
Frederic Thurstan, M.A.
31, Bedford-gardens, W.
Robin Stories.

Sir,—If ‘ Light ’ be not tired of robin stories I can conibuteone.
*
t.r
It is several years old. A grand-aunt of mine
oh®,(lay a robin pecking at her window, and asked,
Juittle bird, what have you to tell me ? ’ The answer came
<
; her two sons had been drowned in the wreck of the
-liorfarshire,’ the ship that made brave Cl race Darling’s
n ame famed and loved.
Copenhagen.
>8, C. de Krogh.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. W. T. Horton, there are one or two
things I shoulu like to say :—
1. The existence of ‘ Hell,’ or a hellish condition in the
after life, is affirmed by most spirit people. ‘ Make no mis
take—there is indeed a veritable hell,’ said the control of
Mr. E. W. Wallis at the Cavendish Rooms last Sunday
evening. He was, of course, speaking of the persistent
worker of iniquity. I need hardly point out that the hell of
the Spiritualist is not quite orthodox in its conception.
2. In answer to the inquiry, ‘What is the difference
between Spiritualism and Christianity ?’ Jack Cooke says :
‘I remember my reply was, “The one fills the lunatic
asylums, and the other fills Heaven.”’ Now undoubtedly
many a discarnate Christian, if able and willing to impress
a human brain on the earth, might say the same, had they
thought the same, before passing over. Errors of belief are
not immediately rectified, and, moreover, the operator at
the other end of the line might not connect the operation
with ‘Spiritualism.’ ‘Control’ is rejected as a delusion,
and ‘ inspiration ’ is accepted as a blessing, daily. But the
question arises, did this reply really emanate from a
stranger, or was it Jack Cooke’s own immature conception ?
He is reported to have said ‘ I remember,’ and this suggests
a normal state of mind, or one not usually associated with
entire control, while, in any case, a medium is like a filter,
giving off something of its own to all that passes through.
3. As to Jack Cooke’s condition being an exemplification
of ‘ the Spirit of God in action,’ I should be inclined so to
describe every impulse that makes for righteousness. I do
not, therefore, perceive any incompatibility between the
various observations from various quarters.
February 22nd.
‘ Bidston.’
Battersea Spiritualist Church Band of Hope.

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me through your columns
to ask the friends who are interested in the promotion
of temperance amongst the young, to volunteer their
services as speakers? I believe 1 am right in saying
that this is the onlay Band of Hope connected with
the Spiritualist movement in London, and it is a cause
of regret, therefore, that we should suffer from a lack of
capable helpers, the object in view being one which must
commend itself to all Spiritualists, and I believe it is
only necessary to make our requirement known to obtain
the assistance which we so urgently need. The neighbour
hood in which our labour lies is one in which the evil effects
of intemperance are only too apparent, and the vice with
which the children are surrounded renders them the more
susceptible to temptation, and we believe that our efforts to
promote the adoption of not only total abstinence, but of
the fourfold pledge also, will have a rich reward. The society
has recently been reorganised and is now under the experi
enced conductorship of Mr. E. Hodder, a Spiritualist of
about a quarter of a century standing.
We should be glad if several friends would each offer to
give us even a few minutes on any Tuesday evening,
between 7 and 8.15, to say a few interesting and encouraging
words to the children, and on hearing from anyone willing
to do this 1 shall be happy to arrange convenient dates. An
object lesson with an easily discoverable moral is highly
appreciated by the children.
William J. Pitt,
Henley Hall,
Band of Hope Secretary.
Henley-street,
Battersea Park-road, S.W.
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Vivisection.

Sir,—A correspondent asks me, ‘ in fairness to us’ (anti
*
vivisectors), to say that I am unable to find any record of
an operation on a donkey by Sir Spencer Wells. The infor
mation was given me by a thoroughly reliable person, and
he did not record all his experiments or publish all his
records. With equal impartiality, however, I will substitute
for donkey in the singular, ‘ rabbits, guinea-pigs, and dogs ’
in the plural, and refer those who wish for information con
cerning decreased mortality after operation to the published
works of Sir S. Wells on tumours. I do not write more, as
your paper, I believe, is not meant for lengthy discussion of
this subject between ‘ pro’s ’ and ‘ anti’s,’ of which I am
neither.
H. W. Thatcher.
A Death-Bed Scene.

Sir,—Having heard that the father of a dear friend was
very ill, and knowing from experience how trying night
nursing is, I called ana offered to sit up, while my friend and
her husband rested.
As I walked into the sick room, I saw a light fleecy mist
over the bed, and after a little time I was able to describe
the spirit form of a lady, who was at once recognised as the
old gentleman’s wife.
She appeared to me to be making ‘passes’ down the
sufferer on the bed, who soon dozed off into a quiet sleep.
He had previously been in great pain.
From time to time we saw spirit forms flitting over the
bed, and often the old gentleman would begin to talk to
someone by name, who, his (laughter told me, had passed on
years before. He would ask ana answer questions, and wish
the ‘friends’ good-bye, looking towards the door, and waving
his hand in adieu to them. We, his daughter, son-in-law,
and myself, saw that the end was approaching. All night
we watched him in his quiet, unconscious sleep. At times
beautiful lights flitted over his bed and the calm feeling that
came over us was beyond words to describe. All at once we
heard, faintly, the sound of angelic lullaby strains for a few
moments.
Morning came, and at 9.30 a.m. we saw that the end was
at hand ; over the head of the bed a glorious light broke
forth, while the spirit friends seemed to gather together, and
we distinctly saw his wife stoop down over him, put out
her hands as though lifting him up, and, with a quiet, but
distinctly audible ‘Come,’ we saw the light and spirits ascend
and a beautiful golden light burst forth and enveloped them.
Nothing remained but the peaceful, cast-off, worn outbody.
May God and His Holy Angels grant us, one and all,
such a glorious entrance into heaven.
E. (Wolverhampton.)
P.S.—I may say that the old gentleman was not a Spirit
ualist until his last illness, when he and 1 had many a quiet
talk together, and he frequently sawr his wife.

[We have received the above interesting lettter from a wellknown Spiritualist in Wolverhampton, and an attesta
tion from the gentleman referred to as the ‘ son-in-law/
who declares that the statements are ‘perfectly true and
accurately described’as witnessed by him.—Ed. ‘ Licht.’]
Immortality in the Flesh.

Sir,—In your issue of the 8th inst., you quote from
‘Eleanor Kirk’s Idea,’and allude toiler views on ‘ Immor
tality in the Flesh.’ For the last five or six years many
American w'ritersof advanced thought have held these views,
men whose papers have many more follow ers than Mrs. Kirk’s.
T. J. Shelton, of the‘Christian ’; R. C. Douglas, whose Bible
Lessons in ‘Unity ’ are well-know’n in America ; Dr. Dewey,
Dr. C. A. Dickerson, as w-ell as Mrs. WiImans, all claim that
by following the Christ wray, spiritual regeneration will
develop immortality in the flesh. R. C. Douglas says :—
‘ A few theologians of advanced type spiritually are
grasping the fact. . . that death is not a necessity
but rather that immortality belongs to man by divine
right and is attainable by natural law without the necessity
of death if he will conform his life and conduct to the
Christ pattern and reach a higher consciousness.’
Dr. Shelton claims that:—
‘The kingdom of God is the sovereignty of spirit over
mind and matter. . . Instead of flying away to the
skies for our permanent abode, those who are in the skies
are to return to earth.’
I was surprised while in .England to find how- little atten
tion was given to these thoughts. When in America (Pacific
Coast) everyone seemed to be vitally interested, and I know'
of at least fifty monthly and weekly papers devoted to such
subjects.
I write this because it did not seem fair that you should
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notice Mrs. Kirk when men of much deeper and long-trH
intellects were ignored. It is a pity that one cannot getal
these papers cheaply in England ! Of course they go allorn
America free of postage.
Mrs. Wilmans declares in print that she is younger nd
brighter in spite of her ‘ three-score years and ten’ tUnde
was years ago, and she is convinced that she will graduilh
return to all her youthful vigour.

R. H. iNvminr.
Busi rah, El Biar, Algiers.

I

Passage of Matter through Matter.

Sir,--When first I read of the passage of matter throng I
matter it was entirely incomprehensible to me. After-1
wards I read ‘The Light of Egypt,’ the author of wfeiek I
has an extensive knowledge of psychic phenomena He I
says:—
I
‘ No matter how solid any external object may amor I
it is not so, for every molecule of which itconsiatenni I
an extremely small atomic system of satellite atom, I
revolving around their primary atom, which forms tin I
impenetrable point of every crystal. There is space
between every one of them. To dematerialise matter
and resolve it into its original elements require tin
application of an external force powerful enough to
polarise the material cohesive affinity of the atoms. 0
the dematerialising force is electric the form ii
destroyed as far as the external plane is concerned, hit
if it is magnetic the object is only etherealised,Mdia
this state matter can be made to pass through matter,
and immediately the magnetic dissolvent is withdraw
the obiect will reassume its original shape. We need
scarcely add that in this natural fact lies the seent
of the spiritual materialising phenomena of Moden
Spiritualism, and it forms the true foundation of al
magical manifestations of a physical nature.’
If credible human testimony has any value whatever,
matter han passed through matter. I have never had an
opportunity of witnessing this peculiar manifestation bat
my investigation has clearly proved to my mind that spiriti
can not only materialise but be photographed. It is diffi
cult to determine what is impossible; and what appean
to be impossible now' may become an actuality in tin
future.
Ariel

SOCIETY WORK.
Southall.- 1, Milton-villas, Featherstone-road.—Oa
Sunday evening last the usual meeting w'as held, when an
inspiring trance address was given by Mr. W. Millard upon
‘ The Spirits are near : Beware.’ A seance followed.—M.
Brixton.—8, Mayall-road.—On Sunday last Mrs. Hol
gate gave an address on * It is the Lord.’ A pleasant after
circle. Meeting on Sunday next, at? p.m.; and on Thursday
at 8 p.m.—S. Osburn.
Islington Spiritualist Society, 111, St. Thomas’s-roid,
Finsbury Park, N. —On Sunday last, Mr. Brencblej
delivered a fine address on ‘Joan of Arc.’ On Sunday next
*
at 7 p.m., Mrs. Brenchley will give clairvoyance.—E. CoaTR
Tottenham.—193, High-road (near Seven Sisters Coi
ner).—On Sunday last Mr. E. Whyte delivered a splendid
address on ‘Life and Occupations on the Spirit Plane.’ Tie
audience were so interested that Mr. Whyte consented to
continue the subject next w-eek.-W. F. L. *
Union of London Spiritualists.—The monthly con
ference of this Union will be held at the Co-operative Hall,
Breamer-road, Canning Tow-n, on Sunday next, March 2nd;
at 3 p.m., Mr. Dennison ‘The Future of our Movement’;
at 7 p.m., Mrs. O'Donovan. Tea at 5 p.m., 6d. each.—D.J.D.
London Psychic Society.—This society met last Sunday
evening, at headquarters, 3d, Hyde Park-mansions, when
Mr. Montague delivered a very able address on ‘TheEvi
Eye and Talismans,’ followed by an interesting discussion.
For next Sunday evening, see front page.—E. J., Hon. Sec.
New Southgate—High-road Spiritual Church, Thi
Institute..- On Sunday evening last splendid addresses
were delivered by Mr. Davis and Mr. Rowe. On Sunday
next, at 7 p.m., a special address will be given by Mr. J. W.
Boulding. - Sec., 3, Raneleigh-road, Wood Green, N.
Battersea Park-road.- - Spiritualist Church, HeniMstreet. - On Sunday last, Mr. G. Cole delivered a splendid
address on ‘ Socialism and Mental Science.’ Mrs. Hodder
kindly sang ‘The Message of the Bells.’ On Sunday next
at 3 p.m., Lyceum ;at 7 p.m., Mrs. Boddington ; on Tuesday,
at 7 p.m., Band of Hope; on Thursday, at 8.30 p.m., pubfic
seance ; on Saturday, at 8.30 p.m., social evening.—Yuls.
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